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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

JASON GRAFEL EARNS NAFI MASTER INSTRUCTOR ACCREDITATION 

KALAMAZOO, MI  11/28/2014 

The National Association of 

Flight Instructors is proud to 

announce that NAFI member 

Jason Grafel has earned 

accreditation as a NAFI Master 

Flight Instructor. 

Grafel was born in Laramie, 

WY.  As an “Army Brat,” while 

growing up he had the 

opportunity to live all over the 

United States and Germany.. 

As the son of a U.S. Army 

aviator, he developed a passion 

for aviation early in life. After graduating from the University of Wyoming, Grafel served in the army both 

stateside and in Iraq and Korea as a UH-60 Blackhawk mechanic and crew member. After his time in the 

army, Grafel pursued a corporate career in the insurance industry. Realizing that he did not have passion 

for what he was doing, Grafel left his corporate job in 2011and returned to college to pursue his dream of 

becoming a pilot. He attended Montana State University where he completed his professional pilot course 

work.  While attending MSU, Grafel trained at Summit Aviation where he completed his pilot ratings from 

zero time to CFI in 20 months. After graduation, Grafel was hired at Summit as a full-time flight instructor. 

He is currently assistant chief instructor at Summit and on the adjunct faculty at MSU teaching courses in 

aircraft systems, commercial, and instrument ground.  His certificates include CFI, CFII, MEI, and IGI. 

Grafel was recognized on the 2014 AOPA Flight Training Excellence Honor Roll for outstanding flight 

instruction.   

The NAFI Master Flight Instructor program is the longest running and most prestigious FAA accredited master 

flight instructor program in the industry. The NAFI Master Instructor accreditation is earned by aviation educators 

based upon a system of advanced professional standards and peer review. The accreditation identifies and publicly 

recognizes those teachers of flight who demonstrate an ongoing commitment to excellence, professional growth, and 
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service to the aviation community. The NAFI Master Instructor accreditation is for two years and may be used to 

renew an FAA flight instructor certificate. Applicants must have been a CFI for two years and have given 1,000 hours 

of flight instruction. In addition candidates must meet and document activity in four NAFI Master Instructor categories 

(Instructor, Educator, Service to the Aviation Community, and Professional Activity). 

The National Association of Flight Instructors' (NAFI) purpose is to establish and promote a high level of 

professionalism among aviation educators and to provide recognition for their contributions to aviation safety, 

education and training. NAFI members teach in 17 countries in flight schools, universities, FBOs, corporate flight 

departments, the military and as independent flight instructors. Founded in 1967, NAFI works with industry and 

government to help shape the direction of flight training and to serve as a voice for flight instruction. For more 

information about NAFI or the NAFI Master Instructor program call 866-806-6156 or visit www.NAFINet.org. 
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